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 SNOW MUCH FUN: FRIENDS QUICKLY POSE WITH THEIR SNOWMAN CREATION :  

Dear families: What a wintery week 

we’ve had!  I hope you enjoyed your 

snow days.  We have 100 Day and 

Valentine’s Day celebrations next week.  

Remember on Monday, we can dress up 

like 100 year olds!  We will make 

valentines in our classroom to celebrate 

friendship. 

 

Reading:  Students enjoyed compound 

word work and groundhog read-alouds 

this week.  We read Groundhog Gets a 

Say, and students discussed facts 

about groundhogs.  One fun fact is that 

groundhogs have three names: 

groundhogs, whistle pigs, and 

woodchucks.  What information can 

your child share with you about 

groundhogs?  One of the funniest 

things was that groundhog itself is a 

compound word.  We studied compound 

words this week, so that when we read 

we can break a word into familiar parts 

to read with ease!  Our new sight words 

was “to”.  Ask your child about the “to” 

song.  Students practiced their new 

sight word with tracing, reading, 

stamping, writing, and building!  We, 

also, practiced reading them in fluency 

passages.  The more we read a passage, 

the easier it is to comprehend the text, 

too.  In our reading groups, we read 

differentiated leveled readers that 

featured our new sight word, Reading 

Buddies and Look Out for Space 

Monster.  These are both from the 

Spaceboy series!  We practiced 

decoding words in text, tracking with 

our pointer finger, and answering 

comprehension questions.  Some 

examples of comprehension questions 

that you can ask at home are: “What 

happened first in the story?  What 

happened at the end?  What was the 

story about?  How were the characters 

feeling when ____? Does this story 

remind you of anything?” 

 

Writing:  In writing, we built on our 

information writing unit.  Students 

picked their own polar animals last 

week.  We had children pick anything 

from caribou to the arctic hare!  

Friends made graphic organizers with 

treasure words about their animal’s 

body, habitat, food, and fun facts.  This 

week, we turned them into sentences 

for our research papers.  To conclude 

the study, we mixed science and writing 

to create polar animal dioramas.   

 

Frosty Compound Words 
Paisley and Aubri are assembling compound words.  

The snowmen bodies have two pictures, like “pop” 

and “corn” and the hats have the compound word, 

like “popcorn”. 

Double Tens Frame Fun 

Alicia and Kandace are using double tens frames 

to create teen numbers with counters.  We are 

composing teen numbers.puppets.  David is a 

character from our stories this week.
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Mathematics:  Kindergarteners are finishing up their teen number unit.  This week, we 

focused on composing and decomposing teen numbers.  When we compose a teen number, we 

are building it, but when we decompose teen numbers, we are breaking them apart into 

groups.  Students utilized their double tens frames and counters to compose teen numbers 

during whole group time.  The teacher rolled a jumbo base ten die and the class determined 

what teen number it was.  Then, we created that 

number on our double tens frame.  Later in the 

week, we examined equations that ended in teen 

numbers.  We had to build the teen number and 

decompose it into a group of ten and some 

ones.  Then, we had to write the 

corresponding equations! 

 

Social Studies & Science:  Friends have been 

researching polar animals.  We gathered 

information from the database, Pebble Go.  

Students found treasure words (key words) 

about their animal and recorded them.  Ask 

your child which animal they chose.  During 

science time on Friday, students made 

dioramas with labels to showcase their polar 

animal.   
 

Creative Expression:  The artists of 

kindergarten have been busy crafting fun 

snowmen and valentine projects.  The children 

enjoyed the story Love Monster in art class 

and created glitter hearts to accompany monsters.  Their monsters used beautiful 

peaches, pinks, and oranges to create a watercolor wonder! 

 

Love,  

Mrs. Allaire 

 

 

 MONDAY, February 8: 100 Day - Dress up like you are 100 years old! 

 THURSDAY, February 11: Valentine’s Celebration 

 FRIDAY, February 12:  NO SCHOOL- Professional Day 

 Families, please remember to pack snow clothes (snow pants, hats, boots, gloves). 
 

 

Upcoming Events & Important Notes 

Families,  please don’t hesitate to contact me 

with any questions, concerns, or ideas!  Email me 

at jallaire@scotlandes.org. 


